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Introduction
Well as big cities grow in Tanzania, the population rises, this means more people will be moving from place to place at one
instant, in Dar es salaam, this has recently been a major issue as it has greatly increased road traffic, now currently marine
traffic is almost unnoticeable but one can expect a great rise in sea traffic in the near future as Tanzania spins into an
industrialized economy.
The project was established with goals on designing a better bridge system across water channels one that fully supports
marine traffic flow (inclusive of big ships) and fully support on road traffic (including large trucks) across a water channel
(say a big river).
This is to conquer traffic flexibility which becomes very crucial as traffic congestion intensifies. In simple words, our
goal is to design a bridge that opens its leaves (the road pathways) to allow flow of boats and ships and then on closing
them allows flow of cars and trucks.

Method
In this project, our methods were experimental, we got first hand-data directly from equipment and instruments of
measurement like meter-scales and electronic meters in hand with online literatures where required

Procedure
i.
Established a Concept design of the bridge model.
We sketched a concept model on paper for the bridge model we had in mind and settled on an original design.
We modelled the sketch in computer using Blender- a production ready 3d creation software, and finished with a fine-looking 3d
model.
ii. Blocked and constructed the base, terminal sides and a super-structure
iii. Added pulleys, nylon threads and glued everything into a working set.
iv. Incorporated electronic systems
v. Added a control interface
vi. Added a sound system for alert alarms and caution lights
The different components of the bridge system are controlled by a microcontroller chip; The Arduino Nano, the chip has been
programmed to operate in the following manner;
On power-up, the chip’s bootloader initiates program execution following pre-defined instructions according to our code sketch in
performing different operations;

Results
We have been able to achieve very good results with the physics of the bridge,
The bridge’s electrical system has an efficiency of up to 78%, which is a good value given the crudeness of the techniques and
tools employed in its fabrication. Here the limits arise due to friction between mechanical parts as they move past each other and
also due to errors in measurements as we used standard school rulers instead of electronic calipers which better suit the task.

Conclusions
From the nature of our results being very positive, we can boldly conclude that, we have been able to design a bridge that is better than the existing ones and
stands a chance among other bridges in Tanzania such as our case: The J.K Nyerere Bridge at Kigamboni, The Mkappa Bridge or The Kigongo-Busisi in Mwanza..
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